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Road
No.
Unclassified - The road
that runs down to the
jetty in Strome Ferry

Starts

Community Council
Ends

Issue

Description of fault

Date
reported

Photographs

Priority Latest

Date Comment

Just above the concrete Outside the
of the jetty
Stationmasters Hostel

Dangerous potholes deep
Deep potholes and hollows below the existing
enough to damage car
tarmac surface
suspensions or break ankles.

19/04/2013

I think it is fairly clear
where the problem is, but
let me know if you would
like to to take some
pictures to help identify
the location

588937 Unclassified - The main
Braeintra road i.e. From
the A890 down through
Braeintra

A few hundred metres
from the T junction to
the Achmore Plockton
Road, just beyond the
repairs in 554969

The allotment entrance

Dangerous potholes deep
enough to damage car
suspensions.

More potholes than tarmac on this section of
road.

03/05/2013

598431 Unclassified - The main
600172 Braeintra road i.e. From
the A890 down through
Braeintra

A few hundred metres
from the T junction to
the Achmore Plockton
Road, between the large
oak tree and about 25
metres before the
entrance to the
allotments heading
south

A few hundred metres
Road might collapse
from the T junction to
the Achmore Plockton
Road, between the large
oak tree and about 25
metres before the
entrance to the
allotments heading south

It appears the culvert under the road may have
collapsed, a small hole in the tarmac reveals a
much larger hole below

16/05/2013
21/05/2013

I think it is fairly clear
where the problem is, but
let me know if you would
like to to take some
pictures to help identify
the location
I think it is fairly clear
where the problem is, but
let me know if you would
like to to take some
pictures to help identify
the location

17 June 2013 - Asked Chris to confirm
the fault has been fixed

Chris confirms they have been fixed

5
6

31 May 2013 - Dawn reports that all
problems have been fixed

17 June 2013 - Asked Margaret & Jim
to confirm this is now fixed

Margaret & Jim confirm this has been
fixed
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